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A review 0£ the literature suggests a

coincidence 0£

personality characteristics among the cognitive styles
de£ined by Field Dependence-Independence and the Myers-Briggs
type pre£erences.

This thesis proposed these independent

measures 0£ cognitive style tap common cognitive processes
and hypothesized the Myers-Briggs dimensions 0£

E~traversion-

2

and

Judg-nt.-

<JP> would correlate positively and

Thinking-

Introversion (£1>,
Perception

Feeling <TF>

Sensing-Intuition CSH>,

would correlate negatively with the dimension

Field Dependence-Independence CFD-Fl> as aeasured by the
The relationships oi

Group Eabedded Figures Teat (G£FT>.
gender,

age,

and intelligence to the prediction oi iield-

dependence-independence were also teated.

The Hyers-Briggs

Type Indicator <HBTI> and the Group £•bedded Figures Test
<GEFT>

were adainiatered to 202 undergraduate students.

Signi£icant relationships vere %ound %or the GEFT and the
HBTI variables,
p

=

.0303>,

p = .0003>,

SN <r

=

.3121,

=

p

.0022> and JP <r

and £or the GEFT and intelligence (r

did TF and age <r

=

.3820,

=

p

-.2186,

=

.2236,

.4970,

SN and JP correlated

but £or •ales only.

aigniiioantly (r

=

=

.0001> £or the aale group as

p :

.0343>.

For the £eaales,

aigni%ioant intercorrelationa vere %ound %or SN and JP
(r

=

.4222,

p : .0001>,

JP and TF <r = .3868,

SN and TF <r

p = .0001>.

=

.1867,

p

=

.0530> and

Patterns revealed through

a coapariaon 0% the present study with the Cor•an-Platt
<1988) and Lusk-Wright <1983) studies suggest tiae
allocated to cognitive processing aay account £or the
variance shared by the GEFT and the SN diaension 0% the MBTI.
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INTRODUCTION

Cognitive reaearch originated vithin diverse approaches
to the atudy o1 huaan behavior reauiting in a de 1acto
aectarianiaa aaong thought and th•ory regarding c.ognition and
cognitive atyi•a.

Aithough current inveatigationa continue

to r•1i•ct or reiat• priaariiy to their traditionai 1ieida 0£
origin~

the broad and intriguing aaaortaent o1 data produced

by th••• varioua aourcea ia increaaingiy subjected to
coaparative atudi•• by pragaatiata viiiing to ahi1t
perspective 1roa the theoreticai di11erenc.ea aaong the
approach•• to a conaideration o1 their proainent coaaonaiity
--that •ach probes the aaae sphere o1 inteiiectuai
1unctioning.

In

ti••~

thia c.onv•rgence o1 r•. .arch ahouid

integrate and ciari1y aany o1 the iaau•a pertaining to
c.ognitiv• aci•nc•> i t aay ainiaize dupiication o1 •11ort and
atiauiat• an even aore 1ruit1u1 and coiiaborative
investigation into cognitive proceaa.
Aaong the constructs •••rging 1roa research in
cognitiv• atyiea are an array o1 bipo1ar continua
representing diaenaiona o1 individuai cognitive pr•1erencea
or abiiities.

Bipoiar or dichotoaoua properties o1 c.ognition

have been indicated by investigations into the duai nature

.2

o1 ...aary (Alpa-r,

1987>,

heaiapherea (Spa-rry,
(Witkin

the di1£erentiation o1 th• cerebrai

1982>, 1ield dependence-ind•paondence

& Goodenough, 1977>, and the diaenaiona o1 3ungian

typology (Hyers & HcCaull•y,

1985>.

The similarities in

conatructa derived 1roa theae di11erent areaa o1 research
into cognition suggest they tap a co•aon £actor within the
nature o1 our cognitive 1unctioning and invite further review
and co•pariaon.
Alao o£ interest are the aiailariti•• in b•haviora
aaaociated with c•rtain diaenaiona o1 th• varioua approachea.
A correlation between right heaiapheric activity and 1ield
dependence vaa in1err•d 1roa data indicating le£t-gazers
ahare aiailar per&onalit.y attributea with 1ield dependents
and vaa aubaequently de•onatrated in laboratory atudi••
(Devitt & Averill,
Galin,

197&> Gur,

Ornatein & Herrin,

Gur & Harris,

1972).

1975> Koc... l,

Other c.oapelling

aiailaritiea o1 deacriptiv• data are 1ound b•tv••n tvo
separate bodie& o1 work in cognitive atylea,
depend•nc•-independence and 3ungian typology.

1ield
These types

o1 aiailaritiea reoccur too consistently throughout the

lit•ratur• generated by these tvo 1ielda o1 research to
appear accidentally coincident and have proapted thia theaia
that 1ield

dependence-independenc~

3ungian typology are related.

and the diaenaiona o1

3

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Th• 1i•ld-d•p•ndent-ind•pend•nt and th• 3ungian
1oraulations o1 cognitiv• styl•• di11•r priaarily in origin
and 1ocus.

Th• vork l•ading to the conc•pt o1 1i•ld

d•pend•n~-independ•nce

G.ataltiat,

began in the laboratory o1 th•

Max W•rth•i••r,

and vas 1urth•r•d by studi•s

conducted by Heraan Witkin throughout th• p•riod b•ginning in
th• •arly 1940'• until hia d•ath in 1979 <Goodenough,

1986>.

The properti•s aasociated vith 1ield dependence-independence
. . .rg•d 1roa ob. .rvations o1 aubjecta' rang• o1 ability in
recognizing th• upright or perpendicu1ar in aabiguoua
situations vhich did not provide the usual visua1 cues o1 the
upright 1ound in everyday environaents.

The aoat coaaon

testing apparatus in thia ear1y period vaa th• Rod and
Fra . . T•at <RFT>.

Subjects vho c.onaiat•nt1y a1ign•d the rod

vith th• nonupright 1ra•• in order to approxiaat• a true
perpendicu1ar ver• conaid•r•d 1ie1d d•pend•ntJ thoa. vho
consist•ntly aanipulated the rod into an upright position
independently 0£ th• cues provided by the 1ra. . v•r•
considered 1ield independent.

Extensions o1 the•• studies

indicated diaeabedding tasks,

particu1ar1y those requiring

the id•nti1ication 0£ a aimp1e design within a
design,

aor• coap1ex

ahar•d variance with th• RFTJ as a result,

the

Eabedded Figures T•st <EFT> and the Group Embedded Figures
Teat <GEFT> became popular instruaents £or aa.a.ssing £ield

4

A th•ory 0£ paychoiogioai

d•p•nd•nca--ind•pendenc..

di££er•ntiation slowly acouaulated about the data derived
£roa th•ae t•ata.

Yet,

as late aa 1963,

the work in £ield

d•pendency was r•£•rr•d to in t•r•• 0£ •a ...aaure in . .arch
0£ e

th•ory•

<Zigler,

1963>.

The aecond approach,
paychological types (1921,
daught•r t•a•,

baaed on Carl 3ung•a theory 0£
1971>,

waa d•veioped by a aother-

Katherin• Brigg• and Iaabel Briggs-My•ra.

Like £ield-dependence-independence research,
Myers-Brigg• approach relies upon a

the 3ungian or

particular aeaaure to

provide indications 0£ the behavioral distinctions requisite
to ita theory o1 cognitive atylea.

Thia inatru..,nt,

Myera-Brigga Type Indicator <MBTI>,

aaaeaaea £our diaenaions

o1 cognitive pre1erenc•i

<a> attitude in teras o1

extraversion or introv•rsion,
aenaing or intuition,
thinking,

<c>

the

(b) perception in teraa 0£

judgaent in teraa o1 £eeling or

and (d) aode o1 dealing with th• outaid• world in

t•r•a o1 perception or judgaent.

uniike the investigation 0£

1ield dependence-independence which alowiy generated a theory
0£ psychological di1£er•ntiation,

the Myers-Briggs diaenaions

were predicated by 3ungian theory and developed as a aeans 0£
utilizing that theory rather than testing it.
Several investigators una££iiiated with either the
Witkin or the Myera-Brigga groups have been iapreaa•d by the
iaplicationa that the aeaaurea £or £ield dependency and the
MBTI do see• to assess £actors integrai to huaan cognition

s
and behavior.

For these independent researcher&,

how•ver,

the question 0% just what ia being measured reaaina open.
One such pair,

proapted by a critique 0% the MBTI which

auggeated the Extraveraion-Introveraion <E-I> dimension
related aore to eaae 0% interpersonal contact than a%%inity
to ideation <Mendelsohn,.

1965>,

hypotheaized and deaonatrated

that extraverta would be acre likely to &core aa internals on
the Rotter Locua 0% Control Scale and introvert• vould be
They noted that "•ore

acre lik•ly to acor• aa •xternala.

eapirical relationships

attention should be given to •

aaong pr•%erence inatruaenta than to their alleged
theoretical baa.a per ••"

<Eliot & Hardy,

1977,

p.

Another team 0% investigators also suggested that,
the acalea 0% the MBTI provide a
characteristics,

430>.
although

aeeaure 0% aur%ace

they "do not necessarily aeaaure the

intended paychological conatructa,

and thua the ua.s 0% the

acal•• auat be eapirically rather than theoretically derived"
<Carskadon & Knudson,

1978,

p.

483>.

A critic 0% the theory

0% paychological di%%erentiation acknowledges that,
nevertheless,

"there baa been the undeniable auggeation in

Witkin's work that his instruaents are ao1Dehov tapping the
very vellapringa 0% behavior •

II

<Zigler,.

There ia also the argument that Pavlov,.

1963,

Eyaenck,

P•

134>.

and Witkin

have each deacribed the consequences 0£ neural patterning,
but have done so in di%%erent vaya <Robinson,

1983).

And,

are varn•d that a %ailure to aaintain distinctions between

ve

6

inatru••nta and th•ir th•ori•a can l•ad to •rron•oua
concluaiona--particularly %or inetru••nt• such •• th• EFT
and the KBTI which are aoat o%ten involved in corr•lational
atudiea <Wacht•l,

1972>.

I t is not•worthy that these two aeparate bodies 0%
•nd•avor with distinctly di11er•nt origins and distinctly
di%%•r•nt inatruaents o1 --••ur•. .nt hav• co•• to ahare
theor•tical aiailariti•s.

Both are •type• theori•• which

aasuae huaana are born with or begin to acquire at an •arly
age a

pro~naity

others.

to 1avor certain cognitive %unctions over

Myera and Kc.Caulley,

Jungian orientation,

in their r•%oraulation 0% the

explain that •children are •

aotivated to exercise their doainant %unction,
akill1ul,
P·

14 >.

adept,

and di11erentiated in i t s use•

becoaing aore
(1985,

They 1urther obaerve that as individuals with

di1%ering pre1er•ncea dev•lop along divergent lines,

each

becoaea •relatively di11erentiated in an area where the other
reaaina undi1%erentiated.•
The theory o1 psychological di%%erentiation as
initially reported by Witkin,
Karp <1962> was leaa succinct.
precisely here,

Dyk,

Fateraon,

Goodenough,

Zigler noted that • i t ia

in their theoretical e11orta that the Witkin

group proaiaea ao auch and delivers so little•
However,

and

<1963).

in 1976 Witkin explained that •People with %ield-

dependent or 1ield-independent cognitive style& are di%1erent
in their interpersonal behavior in ways predicted by the

7

theory 0£ pyachological di££•r•ntiation•
Goodenough,

1976,

p.

661>.

<Witkin &

His last word on di££erentiation,

written shortly be£ore he died,

explains thats

••• di££•r•ntiation is a aajor £oraal property 0£
an organiaaic ayst••·
A leas di££erentiated
ayst•• is in a relatively homogeneous stateJ a
more di££erentiat•d ayat•• is in a relatively
h•t•rogeneous atate.
A ayatea that ia aor•
di££•rentiat•d ahows greater ael£-nonsel£
...gr•gation, aigni£ying de£init• boundaries
between. •
.ael£ • • • and th• outer world.
In
a leas di££•r•ntiat•d ayatea,
.there ia
greater connectedneaa between ••1£ and oth•ra.
<Witkin, • t al., 1979, p. 1127>
Both th•ori•• alao eaphaaize the neutral value 0£ the
cognitiv• atyl•• described by each.

The Witkin group

clari£i•• that •with regard to value judgaenta,
atyl•• are bipolar •

•

• each pol• has adaptive value under

apeci£ied circuastances,

and ao aay be judged positively in

relation to those circuaatancea•
Cox,

1977,

p.

16>.

cognitive

<Witkin,

Moore,

Goodenough &

A r•viewer 0£ the My•ra-Brigga typology

echoes th• Witkin group,

•Ho one pre£•rence or type is

thought 0£ as being qualitatively auperior to another.
each pre£erence and type haa i t s atrengths and implied
weaknesses,

•

though the poaitiv• perspective is encouraged

<Willia,

1984,

pp.

483-484>.

SUGGESTED RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN FIELD DEPENDENCE-INDEPENDENCE
AND THE MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE DIMENSIONS

Thia study does not directly addreaa the theoretical
aasuaptiona surrounding the Witkin and the Myers-Briggs

8

instruaents,

but asks i£ the instru•ents derived £roa these

two approaches aeasure common elements 0£ the saae cognitive
processes.
Figure 1,

The literature suggests they do.

As presented in

patterns 0£ de£initionally dichotomous pre£erenc.es,

abilities,

or predispositions arising £rom research using the

Witkin or the Myers-Briggs aeaaurea appear to parallel each
other in a

predictable £ashion.

Field dependence appears to

share variance with the extraversion
£eeling <F>,

and judgment

independence appears to
opposites,

<£>,

sensing

<S>,

poles 0£ the MBTI; and £ield

(J)

share variance with their polar

introversion <I>,

intuition <N>,

thinking

<T>,

and

perception <P>.

E!~!g

Q~e~~g~~~ ~~g

g~~~~~~~~!g~

Descriptions 0£ the personal attributes associated with
the Myers-Briggs and Witkin types are one 0£ the £irst
indications that these styles aay be related.

Field-

dependent peraons have been described as sociable,
gregarious,

a££iliation oriented,

participative,
having a

£riendly,

help£ul,

1973).

and

1972; Pemberton,

1976; Sousa-Poza,

Rohrberg &

Similar terms used to describe extraverted

persons include "interests wide,
sociable,

concerned £or others,

wide acquaintanceship (Loveless,

1952; Sousa-Poza & Rohrberg,
Schulaan,

socially outgoing,

energetic.,

outgoing,

enthusiastic,

£rank,

£orgiving,

talkative,

spontaneous,

9

~

-+
~

~

S.•king
.Awar•neas
'////,/'///

Depreaaion

Hore

s

E

'f

F

FIELD DEPEHDEHCE

f!g~~~

!·

i

j

P•

quick,

p

T

FIELD INDEPENDENCE

Sugg•ated corr•lationa1

Type Pr•1•r•nc•a and Field

aggreaaiv•,

H

I

:J

j

Myers-Briggs

Dependenc~-Independence.

[andl aa. .rtive"

<Brooks & :Johnaon,

1979,

747 >.

E!~!g

!~g~e~~g~~9~ ~~g

!~t~2~~~~!2~

.At th• oth•r •nds o1 th••• two diaenaiona,

1ield

independents have b4ioen d•acribed aa pre1•rring solitary
activiti•s,
with others,

individualistic,
aloo1,

cool and distant in relations

uninterested

in huaanitarian activities,

10

va1uing oagnitiv• purauita and phi1oaophice1 iaau••,

concern•d with id••• and principles rather than with people,
taak-oriented,
e%%iciency,

and having work-oriented velu•a such ••

control,

1972J Pemberton,
Poza,

co•J>4i1't•nce,

1952J Souaa-Poza & Rohrberg,

Rohrberg & Schulaan,

r•portedly
inhibited,

and excelling (Loveless,

•quiet,
silent,

(Brook& & Johnson,

1973>.

re. .rv•d,
withdrawn,
1979,

p.

shy,

Xntrovert•d J>4i"r&ona are
d•%•nsive,

vary,

747).

Sousa-

197&~

aild,

car•l•aa,

tenae [and] tiaid•
A Myera-Brigga asaeaa. . nt

0% th• ,,_.raonalities 0% 21&5 cheaaplayera aacertains th•
ch•saplayera w•r• •aigni%icantly acre introv•rted,
and thinking and converaely leas ext.reverted,
%eeling than general population noraa•

p.

<K•lly,

intuitive

aensing and
1985,

282).

£2~!!!~~L H2~~!!!~XL

~~9 ~2~!2~~!~x

Rea•arch •xploring aethoda %or aanaging con£lic.t and
hostility has alao described
betve•n the types.

parallel di££erencea 0% atyle

Although %ield-independent people

pr•••nted theaa•lves as abl• and willing to dir•c.t hostility
against oth•ra,

£i•ld dependent• were £ound to avoid direct

expressions ox hostility <Dengerink,

O'Leary & Keener,

1975).

Field d•p•nd•nta also d•aonatrat.ed great•r conaideration £or
th• eaotional content ox situations than £i•ld independents
<Westbrook,

1974>.

A study using the MBTX reported

extraverted individuals' coabined acores on con%lict-aode

11
t•ata indicated a t•nd•ncy toward int•gration,
and coop•ration,

end that a

aaa.rtiveneas

prefer•nce for £••ling <F> on th•

thinking-1••ling <TF> acal• aignificantly corr•lated to
ac.comltadation in a conflict situation <Killman & Thoaaa,
1975).

In anoth•r study,

extrav•rted-1••ling CE/F) end

•xtrav•rt•d-aenaing (£/S) types tog•th•r •xhibit•d
aigni1icantly aor• conforming t>.haviora then did introv•rtedthinking (l/T) end introverted-intuitiv• (I/H) types
<Math•va,

Hiller & Carskadon,

1981>.

!n~~!!!g~ng~

Both the IHTP poles of the MBTI and the Witkin
di••naion of field independence appear to be aore correlative
with intelligencM or aptitud• aeasurea than are their
c.ount•rparta.

Although Witkin'a Eabedded Figures Teat CEFT>

ha• been ahown to correlate with perforaance on atandard
intelligence teats,

a factor analytic atudy indicatea i t

loads on an uncorrelated factor aa well.

Uaera are cautioned

that th• scale aay yield aialeading and aabiguoua inforaation
<Robinson,

1983>.

Wachtel coaaenta that •ind••d,

of field independence aoat coaaonly u.a.d
highly with the Block Designs,

the teata

c~rrelate

Object Asaeably,

just aa

and Picture

Completion aubteata of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale
aa they do with each other•

<1972,

p.

181>.

The IHTP poles

ar• the only ones which consistently and aignificantly
corr•late with various int•lligence and aptitud•

teats~
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however,

INTJ ia moat .£requent.ly correlated vith academic

achievement aeaaurea <Myers & McCau.l.ley,

1985).

I t ia noted

that J'a tend to overachieve and P'a to underachieve.

~!.'2!9!:!! !J!

To activate many o:f the .£.ield-dependent. responses,
aab.igu.ity auat be .introduced .into a a.ituat..ion.

F.ie.ld-

.independent .ind.iv.idua.ls appear aore coa.£ortab.le than .£.ie.lddependent .ind.iv.iduala .in c..irc.uaatances in which an
.int.erpret.at..ion o:f at.iaul.i ia not. .immediately apparent..

Field

dependent.a are believed t.o perceive aab.iguoua a.it.uat..iona as
aourc.es o:f payc.holog.ic.a.l diac.oa.£ort or threat b•cause they
are aore .likely to .look to or aeek out others :for in:foraation
to dispel t.he aab.igu.it.y
educational set.tings,

<Wit.kin & Goodenough,

1977>.

In

:field-dependent. student.a have been

:found to have great.er d.i:f:f.ic.u.lty .in l•arn.ing relat.ive.ly
unat.ructured aater.ia.l than :field-independent. student.a.

When

the aaterial to be .learned .is preaented in well organi:z.ed
:form,

both types appear to learn i t v.ith equa.l ease <W.itk.in,

Moore,

Goodenough,

& Cox, 1977>.

When MBTI-t.ype pre:ferences

were t.ested against sea.lea :for intolerance o.£ aabigu.it.y,
sensing <S> and judging <J> correlated signi.£.icantly vit.h
.intolerance .£or aab.iguit.y

<Myera & Mc.Caulley,

1985>.

Being

disconcerted by aabiguit.y aay lead to t.he uae o:f black-andwhite .ao.lut.ions,
course,

c.ategori:z.at.ion,

preaat.ure c.losure,

and,

avoidance o.£ aabiguous ait.uationa <Chapelle &

o:f
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Rob•rta,

19a6.>~

thi• in i t... i£ couid pr•ciud• auperior

per£ormanceo in th• intellectual realm doainated by £ield
ind•pend•nceo and th• INTP

~n~@~!2n

pr•£•r•nc~.

~~~!ng

Anoth•r variabl• which aay corr•lat• with £i•ld
ind•p•ndenc• and th• intuition <I> pr•£•r•nc• 0£ th• MBTI is
a•naation •••king.

In studies uaing the Rod and Fr••• Teat

<RFT>

<Zuck•r•an & Link,

1968> and th• Eabedded Figure• Test

<EFT>

<Zuck•r•an,

Price

Kolin,

& Zoob, 1964>, . .naation

aeeking was £ound to correlat• with £ield independenc• 1or
Research ••ploying the MBTI

aalea but not £or £••al••·

r•port•d sensing <S> pr•£erenc•a corr•lat•d negatively and
intuition <N> pr•£•r•ncea correlated positively with the
Arousal Seeking Tendency Inatruaent and the general Sensation
Seeking Scale <Goldsaith,

1950) £or both •al•• and £eaalea.

~~~~~!Y!tX

The £inding that £ield-independent persona as a group
are aore creative than £ield-dependent persona has been
discuaaed in the cont.ext o1 a

•aobility-1ixity• diaenaion

which suggests a capacity 1or 1lexibility in style aay exist
1or so•• 1ield independents,

al.

r

1971 r

P•

11).

but not 1or others <Witkin,

et

The data 1roa research uaing the MBTI

which indicatea creativit.y ia related to introv•raion <I> and
intuition <N> could assist in exploring th• •obility-1ixity
notion.
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Q~~g

Q~~~g~~~

When the RFT per1oraance o1 562 subjects hospitalized
1or treataent o1 alcoholia• vaa coapared to that o1 noraal

and psychiatric groups,

the alcoholic aaaple vaa clearly the

aoat 1ield dependent <3acobaon,
Brethauer,

1976>.

Van Dyke, Sternbach L

MBTI aaaeaaaenta o1 the characteriatica o1

drug abuaera have reported a aigni1icantly larger percentag9
o1 extraverta than introverts within drug-addicted aaaplea

<Bisbee,

Mullaly L Osaond,

I t vas 1urther noted that,
ISF3,

ISFP,

1982> D•vinne L

3ohnaon,

.1976>.

relative to noraal populations,

and IST3 types vere overrepresented in groups o1

patients vith diagnoses o1 depression,
aubatance abuse,

schizophrenia,

and bipolar-aanic disorder <Bisbee,

et al.,

1982>.

g~~g~~

Q!!!~£~~9~~

A senaitive ia&ue ia the consistency vith vhich 1ieldindependent aales out.nuaber 1ield-independent 1eaalea
<Witkin,

et al.,

1971>.

Thia unevenness o1 repre.aentation is

re1lected in the MBTI diaenaiona as vell.

The percentage o1

1eaalea ahoving a pre1erence 1or introversion <I> ia
The greater

consistently lover than that 1or aales.
discrepancy in type between the aexea,

however,

pre1erence 1or 1eeling <F> over thinking
1eaalea.

is the

<T> exhibited by

01 a aaaple o1 S,632 aale and 9,6.16 1•aale
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traditionai-ag• eoii•g• •tud•nta,
indicated a

56~

of th• aai••

thinking pre£erence contrasted to

£eaaiea <Kyera & Kc.Cauiiey,

1985,

pp.

28~

0£ the

4&-48>.

A search 0£ th• iit•rature haa yi•ided oniy two
pubiiah•d atudi•• which dir•ctiy coapare the Witkin £ie1ddependence-independence diaenaion with the KBTI dimensions.
The £irat 0£ th••• studies (Lusk & Wright,

1983> reported no

signi£icant corr•iationa b&otwe•n the two teats and aiao noted
that the iit•rature contained no record 0£ prior work
comparing the GEFT to the KBTI.
Piatt,

The second atudy

<Coraan &

19SS> adainiat•red the two aeaaurea to undergraduate

business atudenta and reported a aigni£icant correiation
be-tween GEFT acorea and the . .naing-intuition <SN> aca1e 0£
the KBTI £or £eaaies oniy.
Coapeiied by the suggested reiationahipa,
provacativ• data reported by Coraan and Piatt,

the
and the dearth

0£ coaparative reaearch using the Witkin and Myers-Briggs
instruaents,

this study ia undertaken to increaae our

inventory 0£ cognitive styie.

The Myers-Brigga Type

Inventory <MBTI> viii be uaed to aeaaure the Myera-Brigga
type pre£erences and the Group Eabedded Figures Test <GEFT>
viii be used to aeasure £ieid dependence-independence.
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HYPOTHESES

H1s

Th•r• will be a

poaitiv• correlation between th•

KBTI •xtreveraion-introveraion di1Dension <EI> and
fi•ld

dependenc:l8'-indep•ndenc~

<FD/FI> as 1Deasured

by the GEFT.
H2s

There will be a positive correlation between the
MBTI

••naing-intuition diaenaion <SH> and field

dependence-independence <FD/FI> as aeaaured by the
GEFT.
H3s

Th•r• will be a negative corr•lation between the
MBTI thinking-feeling diaension <TF> and field
dependence-independence <FD/FI> as aeasured by the
GEFT.

H4s

There will be a positive c.orrelation between th•
MBTI judga.nt-perception dia.nsion (JP> and field
dependence-independence <FD/FI> as aeasured by the
GEFT.

HS1

Field dependence-independ•nce can be predicted by
coabinationa of MBTI variabl••·

H6s

Relationships between field dependenceindependence and the MBTI variables are not solely
a %unction of age.

H7s

Relationships between field dependenceindependence and the MBTI variables are not solely
a %unction of intellig•nce.
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H81

Th•r• vill be a g•nder di££•r•nceo in th•
prediction 0% £i•ld depend•nce-ind•pend•nc. £rom
the MBTI variabl•a.

H91

The •quation £or aal•s vill predict •ore variance
in £ield dependence-independence than the equation
1or 1••alea.

Hl01

The beat predictor variables 1or 1ield dep•nd•n~
independence vill be di11•r•nt 1or aales and
£•••lea.

METHOD

SUB.JECTS

Th• MBTI and GEFT w•r• adainiat•r•d to 202
und•rgraduat• atud•nta,

lOQ 1•a•l•a and 94 aal••, •nroll•d in

und•rgraduat• psychology coura•• at Portland Stat•
Univ•raity.

Hal1 th• aubj•cta,

52 1•aal•a and 49 aal•a,

took th• Wond•rlic P•raonn•l T•at,
rang•d 1roa lQ to

SQ

Fora II.

also

Subjects• ag••

with an av•rag• ag• o1 24.

Th•y

r•c•iv•d •xtra cr•dit in their psychology coura•a 1or
participating in the study.

No inxoraation regarding th•

th•aia or the teat inatruaenta waa provid•d to th• aubj•cts
be1or• t ...ating.

:INSTRUMENTS

Two t•at inatrua•nta,

the Group Eah.dd•d Figur•a Test

<GEFT> and th• My•ra-Brigga Type Indicator <MBTI> Fora F vere
used to •••••• 1ield-d•p•ndenc•-ind•p•ndence and th• MyeraBrigga cognitive-atyl• pr•x•r•ncea.
Th• GEFT is a group adainiat•red,

p•ncil-and-paper,

ape•d t•st deaign•d to approxiaat• the individually
adainiat•red EFT.

It. consist.a o1 three aectiona--a wara-up

section ox seven trials and tvo teat aectiona o1 nine trials
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each.

For each trial,

trace,

within the context 0£ a aore complex £igure,

0£ a

the subject ia asked to £ind and

previously presented simple £igure.

approximately 20 minutes to administer.
allowed £or the warm-up aection,
£or each 0£ the test sections.

the £or•

I t takes
Two •inutes are

and £ive minutes are allowed
Each subject receives and

compl•tea the teat within an individual teat booklet.

The

GEFT acore conaiats 0£ the nu•ber 0£ £igurea c.orrectly
identi£ied.
Correlations between the scores £ro• the £irst section
0£ the GEFT with the acorea £roa the second section corrected
by the Spearaan-Brovn prophecy £oraula has produced a
reliability estiaate 0£ .82 £or both •ales <N = SO>
£eaales <H = 97>

<Witkin,

et al.,

1971>.

and

These reliability

eatiaatea are reported to coapare £avorably with those 0£
t.he EFT.
The validity 0£ the GEFT ia baaed on i t s correlations
vith the EFT (-.82,
Teat <PRFT>

(-.39,

-.63>,
-.34>,

body articulation (.71,
res pee.ti vel y.
saaples

(~

vith the Portable Rod and Fraae
and vith a

.SS>,

aeasure 0£ degree 0£

£or aales and £eaales

These correlations were based on small

< 75)

0£ aale and £eaale college undergraduates.

The correlations with the EFT and the PRFT are negative
because the teata were scored in reverse £aahion <Witkin,

et al.,

1971).
A question

0£ the validity 0£ the EFT as a •easure 0£
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£i•ld d•p.nd•nC41' £or £•••1•• vaa rai..,d in 19&7 by Thorton
According to

and Barr•tt 0£ Goody•ar A•roapace Corporation.
th•ir analyaia,

the EFT acQr•s £or vo . .n had a corr•lation 0£

.21 vith th• RFT co•par•d to an EFT correlation 0£ .64 vith
th• RFT £or . . n.

Th•y conclude i t ia an invalid . .aaur•aent

0£ 1i•ld d•peond•ncy £or 1••al••·
Th• ab. .nce 0£ r•pli•• to or citations 0£ th•ir article
in th• lit•ratur• indicat•a th• Thorton and Barr•tt queation
ha• not beco.., a burning conoern £or th• paychoaetric
co•aunity.

A recent r•viev 0£ the EFT (LaVoie,

19S4> states

that •extensive in1oraation ia availabl•J to auaaarize i t
brie£ly,

<P·

th• EFT has gr•ater validity £or aal•a than £•aalea"

264).

The EFT ia recoa. .nd•d ea a solid teat •with many

i•••diat• and pot•ntial applications.•
Th• Myera-Brigga Type- Indicator <MBTI> Fora F,
unti . .d, . .1£-r•port inv•ntory, con•i•t• 0£ •

an

bookl•t

containing 166 £orced-choice it••• to which aubj•cta reply on
a . . parate anaw•r sheet.
poaaibl• anav•rs.

Moat 0£ th• qu•ationa have only two

Exaapl•i

•Ia i t higher praia. to say

aa . .on• has <A> vision, or <B> coaaon

a•n••~·

A portion

0£ th• MBTI contains vord pairs £ro• vhich the subject is
asked to choo.., the word with the aoat appeal ba..,d on
aeaning.

The MBTI pre£•renc.e ISCQrea are a re£oraulation 0£

th• di£1er•nc. acorea £or each di . . naion.

Th•y ar• converted

to continuous scores £or correlative atudiea by adding the
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INTP a.car•• to 100 and subtracting th• ESF3 aoor•a £ro• 100.
Th• MBTI conaiat•ntly r•c.iv•a passing . . rka as a
reliabl• and g•n•rally valid inatru ... nt CCarlaon,

1985>.

Carlyn not•• that ••atiaat•d r•liabiliti•a 0£ type cat•gori•a
appear to be aatia:factory in moat ca ...a,

although th•r• ia a

rath•r wide range between cona.rvative and liberal estiaatea
0£ int•rnal conaiat•ncy•

(1977,

p.

465>.

Int•rcorrelationa

0£ type-oat•gory 11C10r•• and intercorr•lationa 0£ continuous

acor•• both indicat• r•lativ• ind•pend•nc. betw••n th• type
diaenaiona with th• poaaible •xc•ption 0£ the judg••ntperception C3P> seal• which appear& to conaiatently correlate
poaitiv•ly with the sensing-intuition (SN> seal•.

Thia is o:f

particular theoretical interest b•cauae 3ung postulated only
three type diaenaiona,

3P,

EI, SN,

and TF.

The £ourth di..,naion,

waa add•d by Isabel Myers <Hyers & McCaulley,

Carlyn's r•vi•w o:f the HBTI'a content validity,
validity,

1985>.

predictive

and conatruct validity pronounce• i t •a reaaonably

valid inatru . .nt•

<1977,

p.

471>.

It has received £urther

aupport aa an inatruae-nt which haa •eatabliahed an iapreasive
record 0£ r•liability and validity when ••ployed in
appropriate research contexts•

<Carlaon,

The Wonderlic Peraonnel Test,

1980,

Fora II,

•inut•>, general ... aaur• o:f ae-ntal ability.

p.

802>.

ia a tiaed <12It ia not

noainally deaignated aa auch in order to allay th• testtaking anxiety which aight be greater :for an inatruaent
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ca11•d an int•11ig•nc. or -.nta1 abi1iti•• t•at than £or on•
call•d a

•p•raonnei• t••t <Wond•rlic,

19Q3).

PROCEDURE

Th• administration 0£ th• GEFT requir•a aor• subject
control becaua. i t is a timed t4il'at.
the £irat

inatru~nt

GEFT vaa coll•cted,

For this reason,

presented to th• subjects.

i t vaa

A1'ter the

th4il' aubj•cta v•r• giv•n th• MBTI to

coapl•t• at th•ir ovn pee•.

Th• apeci1'ic . . ts 01' v•rbal

inatructiona accoapanying each inatruaent ver4il' read to the
subj•cta by th• experi . . nter.
Th• Wond•rlic vaa adainiatered aa a 1'o1lov-up teat to
th• aubaaapl• 01' 101 subjects on a separate day.

RESULTS

The appendices contain three tabies summarizing the
saapie in teras ox MBTI and G.EFT scores by gender.

Appendi~

A presents aeans and standard deviations £or the MBTI scaies,
the G.EFT,

inteiiigence as aeaaured by the Wonderiic,

the subjects• agea.

and £or

Appendix B provides the poiar

distributions 0£ the current atudy'a acorea £or the £our MBTI
scaies and the G.EFT.

Appendix C compares the percentages 0£

this st.udy's aaie and £eaaie subjects aaong the sixteen MBTI
type categories to the percentages 0£ types represented by
the aaie and £eaaie saapies 0£ traditionai-age coiiege
students £roa the MBTI Data Bank <Myers & McCauiiey,

1985>.

Thia study'a ten hypotheses and corresponding test
reauita are pr•aented beiov.

The correiationa aaong aii

variabies £or aii subjects are suaaarized in Tabie I.

Hl1

There viii be a

positive correiation between the

MBTI extraversion-introversion dimension
£ieid dependence-independence <FD/FI>

<.EI> and

aa measured

by t.he GEFT.
The correiation 0£ .EI and FD/FI vas .0415,
aigni£icant at the aipha .05 ievei.
vaa not supported.

which is not

There£ore hypothesis 1
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H2s

Th•r• will b.- a poaitiv• corr•.lation b.-tv••n the
KBTl ••naing-intuition di..,naion <SH> and £i•ld
d•pend•nc.-ind•p•ndenc• <FD/Fl> aa . .aaur•d by th•
GEFT.

TABLE l
PEARSOH CORRELATIOHS AMOHG VARIABLES FOR ALL SUBJECTS

GEFT
EI

0.0415

SN

0.1776•

TF

-0.0553

El

SN

TF

-0.0097
0.0064

0.1029

3P

0.1702•

0.0725

0.4027•

INTEL

0.3927•

0.0809

0.1550

-0.0867

0.1209

-0.0572

0.0607

-0.0823

-0.1066

AG£

H

•e

-0.1108

0.1106

= 202 £or all variable• exC41>pt int•lligenc.
<:

~

=

•

.1776

0.0534

101

• OS

Thia hypoth•aia vaa con%ir. .d with an r
(p •

INTEL

3P

.0114> indicating subjects scoring as £i•.ld independ•nta

ar• aore lik•.ly to report a pre%erence %or situations in
which 1:.h•y p•rc.•iv• things aor• conceptua.l.ly than on a
aiap.l•r,
H3i

••nsory basis.
Th•r• wi.l.l be a

negativ• corr•.lation b•tween the

KBTI thinking-%ee.ling diaenaion <TF> and £ie.ld
dep•ndence-ind•pendenc~

G£FT.

<FD/Fl) as aeaaur•d by the
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Thia hypoth•aia vea not supported by th• nonaigni£icant
-.0553 corr•lation.
H4s

Th•re vill be a poaitiv• correlation between th•
MBTl judgaent-perception di••naion <3P> and £ield
dependence-ind•p•ndenoe <FD/FI> as aeaaured by the
GEFT.

A correlation 0£ .1702 £or H4 vaa aigni£icant
<e •

.0154> indicating aubjeota acoring •• £ield indep•nd•nta

expreaa a pr•£•renc.e toward k . .ping iaauea op•n and reaaining
receptive to additional in£oraation rather than ooaing to
quick ooncluaiona or judgaenta.
HSs

Field dependence-independ•noe can be predicted by
ooabinationa 0£ MBTI variables.

A aigni£icant relationship between £ield dependenoeindependenc.e and a ooabination 0£ MBTI variable& postulated
by HS ia indicated by a aiaultaneoua aultiple regreaaion
analyaia yielding the equations
GEFT •

.006El

+

.023SN -

.018TF

+

.0203P

The R 1 0£ .0511 vaa aigni£ioant <F<4,197)
hov•v•r,

only

5~

+

= 2.&S,

8.58.
e

= .034>;

0£ the variance in FD/FI can be accounted

£or by a ooabination 0£ the MBTI acal•s.

None 0£ the

regreaaion v•ighta v•re aigni£icantJ there£ore no aingle
scale contributed uniquely,

but,

together,

they aigni£icantly

predicted £ield-dependenoe-independence.
A atepviae aultiple regreaaion analysis vaa ••ployed to
deteraine the ordering 0£ the MBTI variables in teraa 0£
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variance- account.•d £or in pr•dict.ing FD/FI.

It. yi•.ld•d t.h•

n•v •quat.ions
GEFT

=

.023SH -

.OlSTF

+

.02l3P

+

9.13

which c.ont.ain•d only t.hr•• 0% t.h• %our MBTI acal•a and
account.•d %or only 5~ 0% t.h• varianc• in FD/FI.
.0500 vaa •igni1icant <F<3,l98> •
variabl•• . . .ting the

•ntran~

3.47,

e •

.017>.

The

criterion 0% .S aigni1icance-

•ntered the •quation in th• £al.loving ord•rs
l•ading to an Rl 0% .0315.

£irat,

The R 4 0£

N•xt,

SH •nt•r•d

3P •nt•r•d

th• aod•l and incr•a. .d th• variance- account•d %or by
r•au.lt.ing in an R ~ 0£ .0432.

TF •nt.•red laat,

variance accounted £or by an additional 1~,
o1 • 0500.

l~

incr•aaing the

resulting in an R~

EI aade no contribution above and beyond th• other

aca.l•a.
Both SH and 3P hav• aigni£icant aiapl• corre.lationa
with GEFT,
1irat.
oth•r,

ao i t ia not aurpriaing th•y •ntered th• aod•l

Hov•v•r,
r

•

th•y alao corr•l•t• •igni1icant.ly with ••ch

.4027 <e •

.0001>, ther•by app•aring to account

%or ao•• 0% th• aaa• varianc• in GEFT.

TF and EI have very

.lov corr•lationa with GEFT with TF accounting 1or di11•r•nt.
variance in GEFT than the oth•r variab.l••·

Th• stepwise

ahova that SH and 3P p.lay the aoat iaportant,

y•t aaal.l,

ro.le

in predicting 1i•ld-dependence-ind•p•nd•nc• aa d•1in•d by the
GEFT in this aaap.l•.

These atepviae r•aulta should be

interpreted with caution because th• ord•r 0% th• tvo
variab.lea could change

due to the corre.lation between SH and
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JP and beocaUINil' of th• r•iativeiy aaaii aaapi• aiz• for a
at•pvi&41'.

H&s

R•iationahipa b•tv••n £i•id d•p•nd•nceind•p•nd•nce and th• MBTI variabi•a ar• not aoi•iy
a £unction 0£ age.

Th• •••i-partiai corr•iation 0£ th• GEFT and the SH
di . .naion with ag• taken out vaa .1847 <p •

.008> indicating

a aigni£icant amount 0£ th• variance coaaon to both SN and
the GEFT cannot b• attribut•d to ag•.

A r•iationahip abov•

and beoyond eg• vaa aiaa indicat•d £or GEFT and th• JP
dia•naion by a a.mi-partiai corr•iation coe-££ici•nt 0£ .1593
(p . . . 023>.

H7s

R•iationahips b•tveen £ieid d•pendenceind•pend•nc• and the MBTI variabiea ar• not aoieiy
a £unction 0£ int•iiigence.

Thia hypoth•aia vaa not con£ir. .d.

Th• •••i-partiai

c.orr•iationa 0£ th• GEFT and th• SN and JP dia•naiona with
inteiiigence tak•n out v•r• not

aigni£icant~

indicating the

GEFT and th• SH dia•naion and th• GEFT and the JP diaenaion
ahar• i i t t i • coaaon variance that is not aiao r•iated to
int•iiigenc• aa aeaaured by the Wonderiic P•raonnei Test.

HSs

Th•r• viii be a g•nder di££•r•nc• in th•
pr•diction 0£ £ieid d•p•ndenc•-ind•pend•nce £roa
th• MBTI variabi••·

Th• r•gr•ssion •quationa £or pr•dicting

FD/FI £roa th•

MBTI acaiea were det•rained aeparateiy £or aai•s and £•aaies.
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Th• analyai• £or ••l•• indicat•d a aigni£icant r•lationahip
b.tw••n th• G£FT and a coabination 0£ HBTI variabl••·

It

yielded th• •quations
G£FT

=

.0201£1

+

.0444SN -

with an R 1 = .1435 <F<4,89) •

.0323TF

3.73,

E •

+

.01703P

.008>.

6.83

+

Fourt•en

p4il'rcent 0£ th• varian04i' in FD/FI £or aal•a can ha- accounted
£or by a coabination 0£ th• HBTI acal••·
weight 0£ .0444 waa aigni£icant

<p

Th• SN r•gr•aaion

= .0132>

indicating the SN

di . .naion contribut•d uniqu•ly to th• r•lationahip.
A at•pwia. aultipl• r•greaaion analyaia waa used to
provide the ord•ring o1 the HBTI variabl•a in pr•dicting
£ield-dep4ii'ndence-ind•p4ii'ndence 1or aalea.

Th• new equation is

identical to the aiaultan•oua equation 1or aal•a above.

The

HBTI variables •nt•r•d the equation in the 1ollowing orders
SN entered 1irat,

accounting 1or approxiaately

variance 1or an Rl 0£ .0974.

10~

o1 the

It vaa £ollov•d by TF which

increaaed the variance accounted £or by 2X r•aulting in an
R 2 o1 .1201.

£I •ntered next,

adding lX to the varianc•

accounted £or resulting in a R 1 o1 .1342.
ent•r•d,

Finally,

3P

increasing the variance accounted 1or by lX

r•sulting in an R 1 o1 .1435.
Thia ordering o1 th• variabl•a 1or the aal•a in which
TF •nters as the ••cond variabl• di11•ra 1roa th• overall
ord•ring in which 3P ia th• aecond variable and TF ia the
third.
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In contrast to th• r•aulta £or th• aal•a,
z•••l•• v•r• •xa•ined,

vh•n only th•

the aiaultaneoua aultipl• r•gr•aaion

equation containing the £our MBTI acalea vaa not aigni£icant.

A atepvia. aaa•aa. .nt 0£ the relationahips was not conducted
because 0£ th• abaence 0£ aigni£icant reaulta £or the
aiaultan•oua analysis.
H91

Th• •quation £or aal•a will pr•dict aor• varianc•
in £i•ld d•p•nd•nc•-ind•p•nd•nc• than th• •quation
£or £••al••·

Hypothesis 9 haa b••n reaolved by the t•at r•aulta £or
HS which indicat• 14X 0£ the varianc• in FD/Fl can b•

pr•dict•d by the •quation £or aal•a vh•r•aa only a
nonaigni£icant 2X 0£ the variance can be accounted £or vith
th• £••al••·
Hl01

Th• beat pr•dictor variables £or £ield
dep•ndenc~-independence

vill be di££erent £or

aalea and £••al••·
Hypotheaia 10 has alao been resolved by th• teat
reaulta £or HS vhich indicate there are no aigni£icant
predictor variabl•a £or £eaal••> whereas th• variables
entered in t.he £olloving order £or aalea 1

SN,

TF,

EI,

3P.

Tables II and Ill are provided to illustrate the nature
0£ the correlations aaong the GEFT,

the HBTI,

age,

and

intelligence £or the aal•s <Table II> and £or the £•aalea
<Table Ill>.
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TABL.E II
PEARSON CORR.ELATIONS AMONG VARIABLES FOR MAL.ES

G.EFT
EI

0.1450

SN

0.3121•

TF

-0.1310

.EI

SN

TF

INTEL

.JP

0.095a
0.0261

0.0627

.JP

0.2236•

0.0751

0.3a20•

-0.0484

INTEL

0.4970•

0.0042

0.1569

-0.0903

-0. 0754

0.0366

-0.2186•• -0.1198 -0.0453

AGE

-0.1100

0.1619

------------------------------------------------------------49

N "' 94 £or all variabl•a •xc&-pt int•llig•nc•
•e c: • 05

~

e

TABLE III
PEARSON CORR.El..ATIONS AMONG VARIABLES FOR FEMALES

GEFT

.El

SN

TF

INT.EL

JP

EI

-0.0623

SN

0.0383

-0.1140

TF

0.0739

0.0457

0.1867•

JP

0.0978

0.0526

0.4222•

0.3&68•

INTEL

0.2403

o. 1430

0.1463

0.0306

0.0011

-0.0982

-0.0322

-0.1280

-0.0783

AGE

108 £or all variabl•• •xcept int•llig•nc• n •

N •

•e

0.0907

c:

• OS
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0.1374

DISCUSSION

SUMMARY

Thia study vaa predicated on th• thesis that the Group
E~ded

Figures Teat <GEFT> and th• Myera-Brigga Type

Inventory <MBTI> elicit data pertinent to cognitive
proce-aaing and that the tvo inatru•enta acc.eaa a co••on
cognitive proc.eaa.
overall,

Five percent 0£ GEFT per£or•ance,

vaa aigni£icantly predicted by the coabination

0£ MBTI variables in th• directiona hypothesized--IHTP.
Within th• overall equation,
contributed uniquely.

however,

For the •alea,

no single acale
14X 0£ the variance in

GEFT per%or•anc.. waa predicted by the eoabination 0£ MBTI
variables.

SH,

the aingl• aigni£icant predictor,

£or lOX 0£ the varianc.e,
together,

%ollowed by T,

I,

accounted

and P vhieh,

accounted £or an additional 4X 0£ variance.

According to aeadeaic convention,

these singular

results would be interpreted as though they w•re a
co•prehensive representation 0% the proceaa under
consideration.

However,

%or this particular question other

direct evidenc.e ia available and negates,

a priori,

any

iaolat.ed interpretation 0£ t.he present atudy •a £inding.
Speei£ieally,

the very aiailar Cor•an-Platt <1988> atudy also

£ound a aigni£ieant GEFT-SH correlation,

but only £or
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£eaales,

and the equally similar Luak-Wright study <19Q3)

£ound no signi£icant relationship between the GEFT and the
MBTI %or either gender.
separately,

As can be seen,

when considered

the results 0£ each 0£ the.., three studies

contradict the results 0£ the other two.
Because each study teated the relationship between
the GEFT and the MBTI using identical aateriala,
procedures,

prescribed

and adequate sample sizes (H = 202 £or the

current study) N = 226 £or Coraan-Platt) H = 103 £or LuakWright> drawn £ro• populations 0£ undergraduate students 0£
similar aean ages (24.3 years £or the current study) 22.38
years £or Corman-Platt; and 21.1 years £or Lusk-Wright>; no
particular .set 0£ results can be considered clearly superior
to th4i!' others.

An alternative is to expand the analysis to

one in which all three sets 0£ results are regarded as
equally valid and partial aani£estations 0£ the cognitive
process under investigation,

and in which all three sets 0£

results become central to i t s discussion.

To put i t plainly,

these three sets 0£ perplexing data are not aere cosmic
disjunctions in the £ield 0£ cognitive research but do
re£lect the process under exploration.
process,

To understand the

i t aust be considered in i t s entirety.

To ac.commodate this expanded £oraat,
results £or the current study,

a

aumaary 0£ the

the Corman-Platt atudy,

the Lusk-Wright study is provided in Table IV.

and

A comparison

0£ the SN-TF distributions and ratios by gender £or

the
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current atudy,

the Coraan-Platt at.udy,

Data Bank ia presented in Table V.

and t.he MBTI Fora F

The Lusk-Wright atudy did

not provide SN-TF in£oraat.ion £or it.a subjects.

ANALYSIS

Because these studies utilized identical procedures and
aat.eriala,

yet. produced di££erent. result.a,

their £indinga

appear to depend on sample art.i£acta rather t.han a consiat.ent.
relationship bet.ween t.he MBTI and t.he GEFT.
correlations,

r

The GEFT-SN

= .312 £or t.he current. study'• aalea and r

.241 £or th• Corman-Platt £eaales,

were obtained £or groups

sharing £our distinct sample characteriatica1
0£ GEFT per£oraance,

greater range

more balanced proportions 0£ gender-

related T and F pre£erences,
bet.ween SN and TF,

=

no significant interc.orrelations

end skewed diat.ribut.ions 0£ SN pre£erence.

The intercorrelat.ions between 3P and SN and GEFT
indicate SN and 3P share the same variance with GEFT.

Thus

the discussion regarding the SN diaenaion could equally
pertain to the 3P diaeneion,

and 3P will not. be re£erred to

specifically.
The relationship between t.he GEFT and t.he SN dimension
0£ the MBTI gained significance wit.bin samples possessing the
•ore extreme GEFT scores and the more extreme ratios 0£
intuit.ion <N> t.o sensing (S} preferences.

The current

at.udy'a aalea and the Cor•an-Plat.t. £eaalea £or who• GEFT and
SN significantly

correlated had higher aean GEFT scores than
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TABLE IV
SUMMARY .AND COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THE CURRENT STUDY,
THE CORM.AN-PLATT STUDY, .AND THE LUSK-WRIGHT STUDY

Curr•nt. St.udy

Cor•an-Plat.t.

Lusk-Wright.

Mal•s

Malfi'a

.All Subject.a

F••al•a

F••alea

Nu•b.r
0:£

Subj•ct.a

94

108

107

Jt•an GE.FT

12.28

11. 47

10.80

11.45

12.40

101.68

99.56

90.58

86.04

87.08

Jt•an SN

119

103

Corr•lat.ionas
< •E < • OS>
GEFTsSN

• 312•

.038

.159

• 241 •

.057

GEFTs:JP

• 2.24.

.098

.164

.116

.147

SNs:JP

• 38.2•

.422•

.440•

.504•

• 301•

SNsTF

.063

.187•

• 218•

.097

• 337•

:JPsTF

-.048

• 387•

• 315•

.190•

.114

SNsEI

.096

-.114

-.240•

-.051

-.061

:JPsEI

.075

.053

- • .243•

-.044

-.211

-.110

.098

-.235•

.026

N/.A

AGEsGEFT

I'

AGEsTF
Mfi'an Age

-. 219

-. 128
24.3

-.016

-.102
22.38

N/.A
21. l

Univfi'rait.iea Repreaent.•d in t.he Saapleas
Curr•nt. at.udys
Coraan-Plat.t. at.udys
Lusk-Wright. at.udys

Port.land St.at.• Univfi'rait.y
Tvo aajor aout.hveat.ern Univerait.iea
Univerait.y 0:£ Denver and t.he Wharton
School 0:£ t.hfi' Univerait.y 0:£ Pennsylvania
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TABLE V

PERCENT.AGES OF TF-SN SCORES FOR THE CURRENT STUDY,
THE CORMAN-PLATT STUDY, AND THE HBTI DAT.A BANK

Hal•s
Curr•nt. St.udy

n =

Coraan-Plat.t. St.udy

n

94

HBTI Oat.a Bank

=

n

= 107

5,632

SIF
12.76

NIF
22.35

SIF
9.34

NIF
14.96

SIF
23.36

N/F
.19.94

SIT
34.05

NIT
30.84

S/T
50.46

N/T
25.23

S/T
35.05

NIT
21.66

Thinking
= 7S.69X
Feeling
• 24.30X
S.naing
= 59.SOX
Int.uit.ive = 40.19X

Thinking
Feeling
S.naing
Int.uit.ive

• 56.71X
• 43.30X
• 5a.41X
• 41.60X

Thinking •
Fe•ling
=
S.naing
•
Int.uit.iv• =

64.89X
35.llX
46.81X
53.17X

NtS • 1.14
TtF = 1.85

.67

NtS •

TsF = 3.1.1

TtF •

NsS ..

.71
1.31

Feaalea
Current. St.udy

n

Coraan-Plat.t. St.udy

n

= 108

=

MBTI Oat.a Bank

n • 9,616

119

S/F
29.43

N/F
29.66

S/F
36.13

N/F
17.64

S/F
43.14

N/F
28.79

SIT
23.74

N/T
17.60

S/T
36.13

NIT
10.08

SIT
18.32

N/T
9.75

Thinking
Feeling
S.naing
Int.uit.iv•
SsN •

TsF

=

• 89
.70

=

=
=

=

41.34X
S9.19X
53.17X
47.26X

Thinking
= 46.21X
Feeling
• 53.77X
S.naing
• 72.26~
Int.uit.ive • 27.72X

Thinking
= 28.07X
Feeling
• 71.93X
Senaing
• 61.46X
Int.uit.iv• • 38.54X

StN •

• 38

SsN •

TsF

.86

TsF

=

=

• 62
.39
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did their vithin-atudy counterparts %or vho• GEFT and SN were

not significantly correlated.

The current study'a aales and

the Corman-Platt feaales also had the moat

e~treae

ratios of

N to S preferences among the two studies and the MBTI
normative saaples.

The present atudy's group of males

contained an uncharacteristic majority of subjects scoring as
intuitivea for the highest NsS ratio of 1.14) the CoraanPlatt feaales indicated a

72~

lowest N to S ratio of .38.

preference for sensing for the
These configurations suggest the

strength of the GEFT-SN correlations occur in the upper tail
of the GEFT distributions and thus depend upon levels of GEFT
perforaance rather than GEFT performance overall.
A second pattern reveals an inverse relationship between
the presence of significant GEFT-SN correlations and the
preSQonc.e of significant TF-SN correlations.

For the groups

with significant SN-GEFT correlationa--the current study's
aales and the Corman-Platt feaales--SN and TF were not
significantly correlated) for the groups in which SN and GEFT
were not significantly correlated--the current study's
females,

the Coraan-Platt aales,

and the Lusk-Wright group--

SN and TF were significantly correlated.
The TF factor appears to be most closely associated with
traditional environaental influence,
to gender.

especially ea pertains

Males and females have consistently scored

differently on the TF scale of the MBTI.

According to the

MBTI samples of 5,632 male and 9,616 female traditional-age
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coiiege students oompieting the For• F inventory,
aales,

compared to 28X 0£ the £e•ales,

pre£erence <Myers & McCaulley,

1985>.

indicated a

56.X 0£ the
thinking

Considering this

historical tendency £or aalea to indicate thinking
pre£erences end £eaales to indicate £eeling pre£erences as
representing traditional social in£luence,

the current

atudy's males and the Coraan-P1att £emales had the least
traditiona1,
ratios>

i.e.,

vithin-atudy,

thinking

<T> to £ee1ing <F>

aore aa1es in the current study than in the

Coraan-P1att study expressed £ee1ing pre£erences,

and more

£emalea in the Corman-Platt study than in the current study
expressed thinking pre£erences.
Supporting the interpretation 0£ the TF pre£erence as
representing gender-related environaenta1 in£luence is the
aigni£icant negative correlation

<r =

-.219> between age and

TF pre£erence £or the current atudy'a aa1ess

the o1der aa1e.s:

tended to acore thinking pre£erences and the younger males
tended to score £ee1ing pre£erencea.

This inverse

relationship 0£ age to £eeling pre£erence cou1d re£lect a
changing society in which reinxorcement has shixted £ro• the
"macho" to the "sensitive" male.

The SN/TF data are provided

in Table IV.
As presented in Table V,

the current study'a TF ratio 0£

1.as £or males is signi£icantly leas traditional than the
Coraan-Platt aales'

TF ratio 0£ 3.11.

The TF ratio 0£ .S6

£or the Corman-Platt £emales is also 1ess traditional than
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that 0£ the current atudy's £ema.les and aigni£icant.ly .less
traditiona.l than the .39 TF ratio £or the MBTI Data Bank's
co.l.lege £ema.lea.

Thus the groups £or whom SN and GEFT

aigni£icant.ly corre.late--but £or who• SN and TF do not
signi£icant.ly c.orre.late--have aore be.lanced proportions 0£
thinking and £ee.ling pre£erencea and there£ore appear to
contain aore individua.la expressing TF pre£erencea which are
nontraditiona.l %or their gender than do the groups %or whom
no aigni£icant GEFT-SN corre.lations vere obtained.
The a.l.liance 0£ this in£erred nontraditiona.l £actor with
the aigni£icant GEFT-SN corre.lationa and nonsigni£icant SN-TF
c.orre.lations suggests that subjects with atypica.l SN/TF
pre£erencea demonstrated the aore extreme .leve.ls 0£ spatial
reasoning ski.l.l.

The current atudy's •a.lea had the .largest

concentration 0£ N/T pre£erences and the Coraan-P.latt £emales
had an unusua.l concentration 0£ S/T pre£erenc.es £or a £eaa.le
popu.lation.

The equation £or predicting GEFT per%oraance £or

the current study's males indicated a negative TF-GEFT
c.orre.lation and p.laced TF as the second MBTI variable in
order 0£ importance to the prediction 0£ MBTI-GEFT variance
<See Ha,

p.

22>.

This ordering £or the current atudy's aales

di££ered £rom the overall ordering in which 3P was the second
variab.le and TF vaa the third.

CONCLUSION

Because 0£ the .lov strength and re.liabi.lity 0£ the GEFT-
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SN relationahip and the absence 0£ relationship b•tween the
GEFT and the other HBTI diaensions despite their described
siailarities,
the bipolar,

this study's £indings do not readily evidence
dichotoaoua cognitive construct• proposed by the

Witkin and the Myers-Briggs theorists.

A simpler explanation

points to arrays 0£ skills acquired through exposure and
attention over tiae to skill-related tasks,
would be,

there£ore,

arrays which

largely environmentally deterained and

individualistic.
This conclusion %ocuses on the t i • • variable because i t
requires the least de%inition> can be controlled and
aeasured~

and thus is the one element which would be amenable

to aanipulation in a search £or a causal agent among the
relationships discussed in these studies.

!h~ ggE!=~~ R~!~1!Qn~b!e ~~ !! E~ne1!Qn Q~
~!!Qe!!1~2 1Q fggn!1·!~~ fr:22~~~

!!~~

The GEFT-SN relationship may be viewed as a £unction 0£
the amount 0£ situational t i • • allowed £or cognitive process.
Coapared to groups who regist.er an intuitive ( N) pre%erence,
sensing <S> groups have been %ound to demonstrate less
tolerance £or ambiguity and are more likely to terminate an
ambiguous situation by arriving at a quick decision or by
premature closure <Chapelle & Roberts,
Mc.Caulley,

1986> Myers &

1985).

Individuals expressing strong sensing pre%erences may
not,

through unwillingness or inability to allocate the
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requisite attention to cognitive process,

be- • • iikeiy

to

develop certain akilla--such aa the spatial diacriaination
aeaaured by the GEFT--as individuals expressing atrong
intuition pre£erences.

High GEFT scores auggeat a

level 0£ spatial processing than do lov GEFT
therefore,

higher

scores~

the high GEFT ac.orers aay possess higher-order

spatial discrimination skills.

The association 0£ the H

pre£erence with the higher scores indicates the amount 0£
time allocated to cognitive process could in£luence the
formation 0£ a

higher-order skill.

That higher-order

cognitive processes may develop over time can be in£erred
£roa the rather abrupt increases in learning curves,

£or the

value 0£ overlearning £or students preparing £or testing
situations,

£or the •Ahal• experience and Pro£essor Higgins'

•By George,

I

think she's got i t l •

It vould be at the

juncture 0£ the •Aha,• always preceded by a certain period 0£
time allocated to the process,

that a skill is in evidence.

Tolerance £or ambiguity has also been found to be
related to cognitive complexity,

defined ea an abstract,

relativistic cognitive style in contrast to the leas
capacious,

binary style of the less cognitively complex

<Rotter L O'Connell,

19S2,

p.

121S>.

The interrelation of

these three factors--tolerance £or ambiguity,
£actor,

the intuitive

and cognitive complexity--auggeat.s time allowed £or

cognitive proe.ess could also engender the acquisition 0£
multipl&- skills.

The

individual vith a

vide array 0£ skills
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would engage multiple diacriminative £actora in proceaaing
in£ormation and there£ore evince a
categorical mode 0£ cognition.

more abstract,

Accordingly,

lesa

the probability

0£ £inding a developed spatial discriaination ability would
be higher among the ambiguity-tolerant individuals with the

larger arrays 0£ skills than among the aabiguity-intolerant
poaaeasing smaller arraya 0£ skills.
Also supporting the notion that larger arrays 0£ skills
c~ntribute

to •ore abstract cognitive style ia Rotter and

O'Connell's £inding that the single aost important predictor
0£ cognitive complexity among study variables including SAT
scores and gender was the number 0£ years 0£ education--a
classic combination 0£ time and skill-oriented in£luence
<p.

1215).

Witkin approached the idea 0£ cognitive coaplexity in
his theory o1 cognitive di11erentiation.
paraaeters 0£ his conatruct,

But.,

using the

1ield dependence-independence,

he quali1ied the diaenaions 0£ di££erentiation as £ollows1
••• di££erentiation is a aajor 1oraal property o1
an organisaic system.
A less di£1erentiated
syatea is in a relatively homogeneous state> a
aore di££erentiated systea is in a relatively
heterogeneous state.
A system that is aore
di££erentiated shows greater ael£-nonsel£
segregation, aigni1ying de1inite boundaries
between. •
.sel£ • • • and the outer world.
In
a less di£1erentiated systea, • •
.there i s
greater c~nnectedness between sel£ and others.
<Witkin, et al., 1979, p. 1127)
However,

the Rotter and O'Connell study 0£ sex-role and

cognitive complexity and

the current study's results suggest
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that subjects displaying pre£erenc.ea traditionally associated
with the opposite sex are more cognitively coaplex than their
traditional peers.

Witkin's de£inition did not recognize the

possibility that the acquisition 0£ an empathic skill could
involve as much attention or result in as much
di££erentiation as the acquisition 0£ a spatial reasoning
skil.l.

Fro• the premise that di££erentiation or cognitive

complexity represents larger rather than amaller arrays 0£
skills,

individuals who perceive "greater connectedneas

between ael£ and others" can be as organismically
di££erentiated as the person who makes a greater distinction
between sel£ and nonsel£.

The less di££erentiated individual

would be the person limited to only one mode 0£ perception.
The overrepreaentation 0£ sensing and introverted types
among groups 0£ patients with diagnoses 0£ depression,
schizophrenia,
<Bisbee,

substance abuse,

et al.,

and bipolar-manic disorder

1982> aay be a £unction 0£ their possessing

a smaller than normal range 0£ skills.

Complementing this

conjecture is the e££ectiveneaa 0£ behavioral therapy which
essentially requires the client to develop nev skills.

Ih~ R~!~1!2n~h!e 2! !n1~!!!g~ne~ 12 1h~ Q~EIL
~~9!g~!1~, ~ng f29n!1!Y~ f2~e!~~!1~

I2!~~~ne~ !2~

Intelligence correlates with both GEFT psor£oraance and
tolerance £or ambiguity.

Thia study's results indicated the

GEFT and the SN diaension shared l i t t l e common variance that
vas not also related to intelligence as measured by the

.
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Wonderlic Peraonnel Teat..

Rott.er and 0'Conne11,

st.udy 0£ sex role and cognitive complexity,

in their

%ound t.he single

moat. iaport.ant. predict.or 0£ tolerance £or ambiguity vaa the
SAT verbal score.
The predict.ors 0£ cognitive complexity £or £emales
.inc.ludC1-d high SAT mat.h sc.orea and lov SAT vCl>rbal

.ec.ores~

t.he

predict.ors 0£ cognitive complexity %or aalea included lov SAT
aat.h scores and high SAT verbal scores <pp.

1214-1215).

These inverted relat.ionsh.ips 0£ aath and verbal scores t.o
cognitive complexity £or aalea and £eaales re£lect. the
nont.radit.ional d.irec.t.ion 0£ t.he gend&or-relat.ed TF pre£erences
£ound aaong t.he groups in t.he curr&ont. and Coraan-Plat.t.
studies £or vhom SN-GEFT correlated.

Th~ ggET=g~ R€!~t!g~~h!~ ~~
Q€nQ~~=~€!~t€2 e~~~€~~n9~

~

E~n9~!9n

g~ ~g~~~~Q!~!gn~!L

Because t.he group.a vit.h signi%icant. GEFT-SH corr&olat.ions
deaonst.rat.ed t.he least. t.radit.ional,
pre£erences,

gender-related TF

.it. appears as though t.he aaount. 0£ t.iae

allocated t.o cognit.iv&o proces.e aay also in£luenc.& t.he
development. 0£ nont.radit.ional pre£erence.
However,

deciding vhat. .is traditional and vhat. is not.

depends upon t.he re£erence group.

For exaaple,

t.he Corman-

Plat.t. sample consist.&od 0£ business st.udent.s £roa t.vo aajor
sout.hvest.ern universities and t.hus provid&od a group 0£ very
t.radit..ional aales--t.he bus.in&ossaen,
perspective,

and,

£roa a

social

a group 0£ nont.radit.ional £eaales--t.he
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busin•ssvoa•n.

For th• Corman-Platt £••al•s,

hov•v•r,

th•

£actor 0£ least time al.loved £or situational prooesaing,
Sensing,

vaa the dominant in£luence in career choice.

Generically speaking,

this group 0£ S/T-dominated £eaales aay

be quite traditional but have only been able to enter the
business world as pro£esaionals during the latter ha.1£ 0£
the twentieth century.
There£ore,

the suggested nontraditional £actor can be

traced to the N pr•£erence which indicates the ability or
vi.llingness to alloc.at..e aor&- tiae to c.ognitiv&- proc•ss than
an S pre£er&-nc.e.

I t aay be the •aobility-£ixity• diaenaion

re£erred t..o by Wit.kin and £ound to exist. £or soaa- £ie-ld
independents,
P•

11

>.

Or,

but.. not.. £or others <Wit.kin,

et..

i t cou.ld b• an acquired ski.l.l,

to creativity,

a.l.,

1971,

perhaps eaaent..ia.l

by which an individua.l can assa-ss data

nontraditiona.l.ly or in a

new way.

Another possibi.lity is

that this nontradit..iona.l £actor siap.ly r•1'.lects the greata-r
range 0£ choice available to individuals vho tend t..o acquire
.large arrays 01' ski.l.ls.
Studies utilizing the Bea Sex Role Inventory

<BSRI> also

ident..i£y a nontraditional sex-ro.le £actor aaong the variables
related to cognitive sty.le.
p.

Rotter and O'Connel.l

<19S2,

1209> reported,
Ma.le and £eaale androgynous and cross-sexed subjects
were aore tolerant.. 01' ambiguity than sex-typed
subjects and cognitively more complex than
undi££erentiated subjects.
Cross-sexed subjects
were aore cognitively complex than sex-typed
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subjects.
The BSRI had di:f:ferentiated power to
predict cognitive complexity depending upon JMl'X
o:f subject.

Ih~ gEEI=e~

R~!@t!Qn@h!e

@@ @ EYn9t!gn

Q~ g~ng~~

Most :field dependence-independence research reports
consistently higher GEFT per:formance :for aales than :females
<Witkin,

et.

al.,

1971>~

there:fore,

the Coraan-Platt :feaales'

obtaining the higher GEFT scores and the aigni:ficant GEFT-SN
correlation vaa an unexpected result.

The notion o:f a

genderless :factor being central to cognitive processing is
also challenged by neurocheaical research indicating horaonea
in:fluence voaen's spatial reasoning.
voaen,

ages 25 to 39,

From a study o:f 200

Kiaura and Saapson <1988> concluded

that vhen levels o:f estrogen and progesterone were low,

the

women per:foraed better on tasks requiring spatial reasoning
than they did on the aore :fertile days o:f their cycle when
their estrogen and progesterone levels vere higher.

However,

Kiaura and Sampson also noted that these changes in
per:foraance varied dramatically :froa one voman to another.
From the perspective that higher-order skills are
acquired through exposure and attention over time to skill
related tasks,

woaen,

like men,

o:f skill in spatial reasoning.

would possess varying degrees
Those poasessing developed

spatial discriaination skills vould :find their spatial
reasoning to be relatively iapervious to changes in hormonal
concent.rations.

For those who do not possess such skill,

the
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proc•ss aay involv• l•arning,

rat..h•r t..han acoesaing,

be aor• s.nait..ive t..o int..er1erenoe 0% any

and may

nature.

!h~ ~~!!9!~~ e~ ~h~ E!~!9 Q~~~~9~~£~=!~9~~~n9~~9~
~~g ~~~~~=@~!gg~ ~~~~~~~~

The evidence t..hat.. sensation-seeking correlat..ea
aigni1icant..ly vit..h 1ield independence £or •ales,
1eaalea,

<Zuokeraan,

Kolin,

Price,

but.. not.. £or

& Zoob, 196.4> and t..he

aigni1icant..ly lover correlations bet..veen t..he ••bedded 1igur&s
t..eat..a and t..h• Rod and Fraae Teat.. £or 1eaalea,
aalea,

compared t..o

have led several psychoaet..riat..a t..o hypothesize t..hat

t..he eabedded 1igurea t..eat..a are not.. valid aeasurea o1 1ield
dependency £or 1emalea <Thorton & Barett..,
1984).

However,

196.7> LaVoie,

t..heae gender di%1erencea may simply indicate

t..he 1ield dependence-independence construct.. does not..
adequat.ely de1ine t..he process vhic.h it.. measures according t..o
it.a de1init..ion.

The exercise approximates t..he dilemma posed

by t.he quest.ion,

11

\llhti>n did you at.op beating your vi1e'! 11

The embedded 1igurea t..est..s may not.. correlate vit..h t..he
Rod and Fra•e Teat.. <RFT> 1or 1emalea because,
environment.al in1luence,
compared t..o males,
less both.

due t..o

it.. is less likely t..hat.. 1eaales,

vould acquire either o1 t..hese skills,

For t..he aaae reason,

much

sensation seeking may not..

correlate vit..h t..he 1ield independence-dependence construct..
£or 1emales because many sensat..ion-aeeking 1emalea may never
have acquired t..he RFT skills out.. o1 lack o1 interest..,
rein1orcement..,

or opport..unit..y.
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Intelligence correlated aigni£icantly with GEFT scores
£or the current. at.udy'a males,
st.udy's £e111aJ.es.

Again,

but not £or the current

thia group 0£ £emalea aay not. have

added GEFT skills t.o their more t.radit.ional array.
Similarly,

the variance shared by the RFT and the GEFT might.

also be insigni£icant. £or malea should ovnerahip 0£ baseball
hat.a be partialed out.
The MBTI ia also problematic.
report. instrument.,

As a £orced-choice,

sel£-

i t s SN dimension may elicit. ael£-report.

pre£erencea 0£ sensing £rom subject.a vho do not. yet poaaess
the

c~gnit.ive

skills vhic.h would allov t.hem to operate

con£ident.ly in ambiguous situations.

Subject.a possessing a

larger or bipolar array 0£ interest.a and skills could
experience more approach-approach con£lict. in ansvering t.he
£orced-choic.e MBTI.

They aight. choose S or N responses £or

reasons other than t.he choicea made by subject.a vi t.h a
narrover range 0£ cognitive

experienc~.

Subject.a vho select.

it.eas £roa opposing poles 0£ t.he MBTI dimensions vit.h equal
£requency are scored as having low pre£erencea £or bot.h poles
even t.hough t.heir actual pre£erences and ability t.o operate
vit.hin t.he t.vo cognitive arenas aay be quite strong.
Alt.hough prec.uraor skills aay enhance t.he developaent. o:f
other skills,

there is lit.t.le evidence t.hat. an eleaent.ary

cognitive process diet.at.ea t.he developaent. 0£ one set.
0£ skills and precludes or inhibit.a t.he £ormat.ion 0£ an
art.i£icially-de£ined opposite aet. 0£ skills.

Field
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dependence-independence and the Myers-Briggs construct.a aay
be •yt.ha.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A aet.a-anaiyaia 0£ the studies incorporat.ed in t.hia
discussion vouid be vaiuabie.

Because t.he SN-GEFT

reiat.ionahipa appear t.o be iocat.ed in the upper t.aii 0£ the
GEFT diat.ribut.iona,

an anaiyaia 0£ t.he scores iocat.ed in the

£irst. and t.hird standard deviat.iona,
scores,

may provide a

the reiat.ionahip.

oait.t.ing t.he aiddie

at.ranger indication 0£ the nature 0£

The £orced-choice £ormat. 0£ t.he MBTI may

not. accurat.eiy re£iect. t.he strength 0£ a aubject.'s propensity
t.o reiy on both sensing and intuitive pre£erencea> t.here£ore,
ait.hough a

poor second choice,

correiat.ions 0£ t.he rav S and

N scores with the GEFT shouid yieid a

more direct. indication

0£ the GEFT-S and GEFT-H reiat.ionahipa t.han do the di££erence
scores.

However,

considering it.a £orced-choice £oraat. and

t.he increased probabiiit.y 0£ extraneous variabies in£iuencing
responses to a sei£-report. inventory,
better pro£it. £roa posing a
a

£uture research aay

aore apeci£ic quest.ion and using

aore spec.i£ic inst.rulllent. t.han t.he MBTI.

The adainiat.rat.ion

t.ime £or t.he GEFT couid a1so be shortened to increase t.he
variance aaong t.he GEFT scores.
To t.est. t.he assumed reiat.ionship bet.ween t.iae aiiocat.ed
t.o cognitive process and cognit.ive achievement.,

recordings 0£
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tiae apent. on various unique tasks,

perhaps some unsolvable,

could be compared to intelligence scores,
Averages,

Grade Point

or other aeasures 0£ cognitive achievement.

The

last task could aak subjects to recall the experimenter's
instructions £or a

bogus task assignment.

scored £or accuracy,

would have a

This exercise,

secondary £unction 0£

providing an indication 0£ perceptual skill.

To test the

relat.ionahip bet.ween time allocated £or cognitive processing
and gender-related traditional behavior,

the t..iae recordings

£or the experiment.al tasks could be coapared t.o scores on the
Rem Sex Role Inventory.

A task assessing creativity could

also be employed.
For another study,

subjects demonstrating low at.tent.ion

.span c.ould be trained to provide longer periods 0£ tiae to
aab.iguous stiaul.i.

Pre-test and post-teat measures 0£

problea solving would be compared.
g.iven equal,

unstructured,

A control group could be

group t.iae.

Should the .int.u.it.ive £actor or t.iae allowed £or
cogn.it..ive process engender the acqu.is.it.ion 0£ ault.iple
ak.ills,

then

one

could expect to £.ind more sk.illa among

subjects demonstrat.ing a h.igh N £actor.

An adjunct to the

atud.iea proposed above vould cons.ist 0£ ada.in.ister.ing a
queat.ionna.ire devised to enumerate the ak.ill-relat.ed
activ.it.ies and .interests £or each subject and comparing that
number to the N measure.
The value 0£ these stud.ies lies .in the.ir possible

so
relevanc~

style,

to education.

Although di££erencea in cognitive

learning atrategiea,

and the e££ecta 0£ day-to-day

environaental influence on concentration are widely
recognized,

our educational aystem continues to

proc~ss

students within a ladder 0£ time constraints aa though the
quantity and quality 0£ tiine were uni£orm £or each student
and of l i t t l e

coneequenc~

to the proceaa.

If the ability to

allocate tiae to cognitive process is essential to learning,
further research could determine i£ this time £actor,
a £irat cousin to intelligence,
taught.

perhaps

can be learned and therefore
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR
GEFT, MBTI, INTELLIGENCE AND AGE
FOR THE CURRENT STUDY
BY GENDER
A.l.l Subj•ct.a

2Q

!t
(~

GEFT

=

11.85

202>

Ma.l•a

F•••.l•.a

n
( !! =

2Q
108>

4.60

11.47

4.50

2Q

!t

<n - 94>
12.28

4.70

MBTis
EI

100.18

27.32

98.15

27.66

102.51

26.87

SN

100.55

27.15

99.56

25.95

101.68

28.57

TF

97.95

21.80

104.96

19.90

89.89

21.20

.JP

100.80

27.36

97.68

25.63

104.38

28.95

24.29

7.02

25.39

8.41

23.03

4.70

Age

( !! "'

101)

( !! -

52>

<n • 48>

Int.el.l.igence
23.69

6.18

22.77

S.34

24.67

6.88

APPEHDIX B
POLAR DISTRIBUTION OF CURRENT STUDY'S SCORES
FOR THE MBTI SCALES AND THE GEFT
BY GENDER
C.l•aa:l.~:l.c•tion
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APPENDIX C
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIONS OF SUBJECTS AMONG HBTI TYPE
CLASSIFICATIONSi

CURRENT STUDY AND HBTI DATA BANK

Hal••
Curr•nt:. St:.udy
!! • 94

F•••l•a
Curr•nt:. St:.udy
!! • 108

Dat:.a Bank•
!! • 5,. 6.32

Dat:.a Bank
!! .. 9,. 6.16.

ESTJ

10.6.4X.

11. 24X.

11. 76.X.

7. 53X

ESTP

8. 51 X.

6.. 46.X

1.85X.

2. 56.X.

ESFJ

3.19X.

6.. 59X.

8.33X.

16..20X.

ESFP

3.19X.

5.40X.

6.. 48X.

a. 54X.

ENTJ

S.32X.

S.38X.

s. 56.X.

2.a5x.

ENFJ

2.13X.

3. 6.9X.

7.41X.

6.. 88X.

ENTP

9.57X.

6.. 16.X.
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3. 06.X.
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4. 26.X.

7.48X.

8.33X.

12.32X.

INFP

11. 70X.

S.84X.

9. 26.X.

S.78X.
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4. 26.X.

2.93X.

4. 6.6.X.

3. 81 x.

INTP

9.57X.

5. 81X.

4. 6.3X.

1.94X
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6.. 38X.

4.31X

1. 85X.

1.90X
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3.19X.

6.. 27X.
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12.26.X
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3.19X.
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4. 6.3X.

6.. 14X.
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8.33X.

6.. 01 x.
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l.8SX
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